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Mulligan closes Breen Lodge women's center
By SANDY SCHROEDER

training, the returning women approved the establshment of Breen
program and· the WVXU program
Lodp to help Xavier make the tran·
. President RobertJ. Mulligan, S.J. "RiSing Tides."
sition to a co-educational institu·
·At press time, Mulligan was out of tion. Since this· purpose bas now
has deeided to terminate the existem:e of Breen Lodge next year, town and said he would be too busy been accomplished, he continued,
aecording to Vice-President of Stu- to talk to the News about his deci- there Is no lonpr any need for the
dent Development Roderick sion upon his return next week.
house.
.She11rer. .
He has made other adminisPresenting a different.perspective,
Mulligan believes the original pur- trat ors. aware of his reasons, Susie Eyerman of Breen Lodge said,
p,ose ..of the house is now obsole~. however, for discontinuing Breen. "The purpose of the house went so
ShCarer said .. ·
.
The decision was actually made last much· beyond making the transi, Jlreen Lodge is currently in its spring Shearer said. At that time, tion."
·
eighth)iar ofoperatiOn and defines however, students had already been
"It was established to help women's
itB&;lf;. as Xavier's educational chosen to live in the house for the needs, but the needs haven't
reiQmce and women's center. It also 1979-80 school year. As a result, stopped," continued housemate
. o~rates as center geared towards. Mulligan postponed his decision for Kathy Waymire.·
Eyerman added that, Breen has
c'ommuters and their campus.needs. one year, Shearer explained.
... This year five female students and
Last summer Mulligan told Assis- · been instrumental in making com! one female faculty member live in tant Dean of Student Development muters feel at home on campus.
the house. Thestudentsprovidetheir Peg Dillon that the Breen house
Student Senator Maureen
own food but receive free lodging in would be needed for office space.
Murphy echoed this feeling. "I think
return for the services they provide.
Now, according to Shearer, alter- Breen really reaches out to comAmong the programs they spon- native possibilities for the house may muter students." She said she often
sor for university members are Free also include using it for student waited for rides there when she was a
University, Fireside- Chats, self- housing.
commuter. Breen has also provided
defense instruction, assertiveness ·
Shearer said Mulligan originally meals and a place to spend the night
for many students.
Allocl9le ldllor

a

Shearer •&reed that the Breen
women are provldin1 a meful service ·
but added, "It's not a quesdon of
whether they're doin1 a 1ood job or
not, but of u11in1 the house for more
pressing needs."
Dill on 's comments slightly
qualified this statement. She said
part of Mulligan's decision may have
been due to complaints and
problems related to the ho•JSe in past
years.
One of the disadvantages that will
result from discontinuing the house,
Dillon explained, is that it will be difficult to get volunteers to put as
much time into the programs as the
Breen group has given. She also
noted that the comfortable atmosphere the house provided will be
lost.
At this point, however, she said
they must consider alternatives.
Dillon and Rev. Gene Carmichael,
S.J. ·are responsible for providing a
variety of alternatives to the
administration by March I.

.

XU, Edgecliff discuss
. By GLENN FELTZ
Edlor·ln-Chlel

Students of Edgecliff College and
Xavier Q~iversity ,,may: find their
Jives more closelyintertwined in the
coming years. In a memorandum of
understanding" released by the
trustees of both schools just before
Xavier's fall semester.closing, it was
announced that discussions would
begin "between the officials of their
respective institutions with a view
toward developing arrangements
that would be mutually beneficial."
The memorandum continued by
stating that the trustees were looking
· for ways to offer "broader academic
programs and avoid any unPllolo cowtetr 01 l"Ubllc 1nrorm.non
necessary duplication of facilities
Brffll Lodge, eight yeara X1Vler'1 r..ldent women'• aentel, h• been ordered
and resources" between the two
to be dl1baned next year by Pre1ldenl Robel Mulllpn,
The hoUH .h•
schools.

s.v.

outlhied Ill u..lulne11 •• a coed auidll•ry ret0urce. Mulllgan clalm1;

'80 ~st cale.ndar changes announced
By ROBB SHRADER
11111911111 l!dltor

Minor changes will be made in
Xavier's ·calendar next year with
more extensive alterations to follow
in 1981-1982.
The 1980-81 Easter vacation will
extend from Thursday to Monday
instead of the usual Thursday to
Sunday. Otherwise, classes will
begin the day after Labor Day; there

Inside
2 .Kramer vs. Kramer
4
6

7

"superb ••• piercing"
film ·
Musketeers romp
over Flyers 73-59
Associate editor
reflects on holiday
walking tour of Paris
Xavier students
spend break as
missionaries in Haiti

·

In addition, the release explicitly
stated that "nothing In this
memorandum of understanding is to
be interpreted as more than a statement that discussions are OC•
currin1." According to Xavier Presi·
dent Rev. Robert W. MuHgan, S.J.,
a decision on the "marria1e".
between the two colleges is not expected until May of this year. He
added that, deperidln& on the deci·
sion, any cooperative- ei'forf
probably would begin no sooner
than July of 1981.
Edgecliff College, a liberal arts institution, was founded in 193S as a
women's college and bepn accepting male students in 1970. Located
just a few miles from Xavier on Victory Parkway, Edgecliff offers 21
baccalaureate and five associate
degree programs, including fine arts,
nursing and theater.
Mulligan noted four pos~!ble.

As the advisor to Pied Piper, the
center for men and campus ministry,
Carmichael is also closely related to
the situation.
·
Shearer said Piper's future role in
the university is also under scrutiny.
It may be changed to include woinen
as a vital part of its operation, especially since Breen has beendiscontinued.
One possibility would enable both
Breen and Piper to present their
programs from the same hoU11e,
Shearer continued.
. Any alternatives at this point,
however, ~re. pure speculation,
Dillon said.
In the meantime, Breen members
are protestin1 the decision to dill·
band their home in a variety ofw•ys.
Eyerman said they are orpnizlna
students to write letters and slan
petitions to save Breen. They have
enlisted the aid or student 1ovem·
ment which has agreed to draw up a
proposal and meet with Mulligan on
Breen's behalf.

ine~ger
areas in which both schools would be
benefited. The most important area
would consist of a match-up of
courses within degree prosrams
between the cplleges; In. addition,
Xavier students would ~ able to
receive a degree currently not offered
by .Xavier, such as nursing and fine
arts. Coversely, Edgecliff students
mayearnadegreeinbusiness,forexample, from Xavier.
Mulligan also noted that faculty
vacancies c.ould be filled between
_colleges and that recruitment offices,
among others, could work together.
Students actMdes w.ill be open to
students of both institutiom, but
clubs and orpnizations may work
toget~r.
.
. . __· _
Resident housing for students
would be benefited also, said MUIligan. With Xavier dormitories at
near capacity, some students ma._y be
continued lo,..... 7

In the fall of 1981-classes will comwill be a three-day weekend in October; Thanksgiving break will re- mence the Wednesday before Labor
main unchanged. Christmas vaca- Day, and the October holiday will be
tion will run from Friday, December eliminated. Thanksgiving break will
be as usual. ·Christmas break,
19 to Wednesday, January 16 and
however, will be extended to inspring break from March-8-12.
Final Exam for the Graduate clude an extra week before Christschool and CCE will be April 30 to mas Day.
May 5 and for undergraduates May · The second semester, with the ex4-8. Commencement exercises are ception of Easter.break, whi!=h runs
planned for undergraduates on from Thursday, April 8. through
Monday, April 12, will remain essenSaturday, May 16and tentatively for
graduate students on Monday, May tially unchanged. All holiday dates
will be moved up one day.
18.

Fault now under control
sliding.
The move will not cost the univer-.
A fault on the southern end of ex- sity any extra money, company
·
cavation for the university's propos- workers said.
ed CBA building,is now under conCompany members who wished to
trol, though it initially caused some remain unnamed said although such
concern for several parties involved. · a fault is not uncommon, it was unThe fault occurred just feet away expected at the present construction
·
from a private home on Ledgewood site.
Avenue due.to a combinatiOn of exLand carried away from private
tensive digging and wet weather con- property during the slide will be
replaced by the firm as soon as possiditions.
Al Neyer, Inc., contractor for the ~le, they said:
structure, immediately drove in steel
Proposed completion date of the
piles, or braces, to reinforce the multi-miUion dollar project is still
earthen wall and prev~nt any further 1981.
By DON TASSONE
A1-..leEdllor

Anne Allele pllolo .

Anthony Hlck1, frnhman guard, put• up two ol XU'a 73 polnll In the
Mu1kle1' rout of lhe Unlverally of Dayton 1•11 S•lurday. Te.mm•I• Jon.
Hanley look• on. Hick• had 11 point• on lh• d•Y·
·

By KEVIN CORRIGAN
Qrelfftl Ecllar

Students who would like to make second semester address and
phone· number changes in the Student Directory. should.leave a note
at the information desk in the University Center before February I.
A supplement to the Directory will be distributed in mid-February.
A limited number of directories are stiU available at the information
desk.

•• • • •
"Ask not what Xavier can teach yo_u, but what you can teach
Xavier!" Call Breen Lodge, 745-3322, for final teacher registration for .
Free University 1980. Friday, January 25 is the last day for volunteer-

.

~g.

••••••
The Scholarship Committee of Xavier University announces that
applications are · now being taken for the Paul L. O'Connor
Scholarship. The scholarship is awarded annually to a full-time undergraduate day student completing his or her junior year at Xavier.
Covering the cost of tuition and general fee for the student's senior
year, the award is given in recognition of academic excellence and extracurricular contributions.
Recommendations for the scholarshiop are made only through
academic departments. The sponsoring chairman should. send two
letters of recommendation along with the completed application to
Rev. Thomas Kc,mnealy, S.J., chairman of the scholanhip committee,
no later than February 21.

••• • •
Start making your pl~ns now for attending the Winter Dance on
February 8. The dance will be held at Schueler's. Look hereforfilrther
informatfon.
·

••••• ••

•••••

Little SibsWeekend is Februiry 15-17, 1980. Start matins plans
now_ to brina down your little brotheri and aistera. More details later.

•••••

Custody battle .~Pll.~ks superb film'
"'
fully to life. We see that she was a soundness of the court proceedings.
woman
gradually
stripped
of
her
Yet
we
are
wµling
_to
overlook
A_ .... Edllar
As usual, the holiday season saw identity and self~steem because her these flaws, 1Benton draws his
'the release of an assortment of new husband shut her out. Convinced characters with great sensitivity. He
films. In the gamut from Star Trek to that she was unfit even as a mother, pays\careful attentiop_to detail;
Benton also frames the movie with
Steve Martin, the best new film is leaving seemed to be lier only alter-'
Kramer vs. Kramer. Fine directing native. Now feeling. her life is in two sets of paralld scenes. We ·are
and supberb acting make this poig-. order, she begs for the son ~he shown Ted and Billy making
nant, agonizing examination of a mothered for five-and-a-:half years. French toast. One is a frantic affair
Director/writer Robert Benton with Ted babbling nervously and
broken marriage your best bet in
examh1es his· characten sensitively Billy watching in hurt confusion.
·'
current films.
Ted Kramer has everything: an and deeply. Although the events are The other is quiet and poignant. But
apartment in New York's upper East painful to watch, we are convinced there is more to the mov~ than Billy
Side, a beautiful wife, a young ion that both Ted and Joanna love their and Ted. There is Joanna. On its outand a promising future in adver- son and we are reassured by the fact er edaes, the dramashows Joanna on
tising. But he also has a crisis under that neither tries to alienate Billy the elevator. At the outset, she is
from the other.
descending. At the end she is ascenhis nose and doesn't realize it.
. .
Justin Henry is deli1htful and en- ding.
· tirely. believable as Billy. Benton _ Kr11m1r "'· Kr111n1r examines not
newr allows him to·. become o~. only the pain. of broken homes but
noxiously saccharine. He is genuine- also the problems and limitations of
When Ted comes home one night· ly a young boy, a joy ·and: a brat, the riiing upper clau lifestyle. See
his wife, Joanna, announcea she is defiant, darlina and friahtenect Krome "'· Kramp. But take a
leaving him. He doesn't bellew her. Watching Billy is the most painful hlndkerchiet )"ou11 need it..
· ·
·
He blames a neiahbor for fillina her part of the movie. Blaming .himself:·
head with "women's lib" and, believ- for ·his inother'a departme~ con~ ·
ing tliis iull a bid for his a~tention, _ fronted with the newflbat·he must.'
tells his son Billy that his mother will leave his father, He...-y's · perfor- ·
come .flome soon. In truth she
pien:es to the heart.
.
doesn't'rettirn for 15 months.
of the
Dustin Hoffman giws
, Left alone with Billy, Kramer finest"performarices of his career as
faces a five'.'Bnd-a-half . year old Ted Kramer whose rude awakenin1 .·
.stranger. He doesn?t even know what transforms him from an ambitious
grade Billy is in. But gradually Ted egoist to a loving. ·Self-sacrificing
Kramer learns that being a.father father. Rounding ·out this superb ·
means more than simply .. bringing cast is Jane Alexander as the solemnhome the bacon." Having finally put faced neighbor whoae loyalty shifts
his life back in order, Kramer learns from Joanna to Ted;
.
that Joanna has returned and issuThe movie d0e1 have its fl8ws. No
ing him for child-custody.
one seems to be around to watch BilIn a moving courtroom scene, ly while Ted is at work; Those in the
Meryl Streep brings Joanna Kramer legal . profession question the
By MOLLY MASSEY

mance

·ID pictures will.be take~ tomorrow from 1:45-2:15 p.m. in the student government office. If you have any questions or problems, call
·

••••••

Treat yourself to a "Carefree Day." Husman 4-west is proud to an.nounce that they are presenting the second annual Carefree Day Mixer
on February I, 1980 from 9 p.m. to I a.m. Look here for more details.

••••••

Xavier's first student co-op store will officially open next Monday
across from the grill on the ground floor of the University Center.
Students will find snack items, school supplies, drugs and toiletries at
next-to-wholesale costs Monday thru Thursday, 2-7 p.m. and 9-11

.

~m.

'

·Review.

The movie for this week 'ii thC elassic musical 71re Sound of Mwtc.
starring Julie A_ndrews. Showtimenre 1:30 and 8 p~m. The admission
price is 99c.
·

Merry Jo Falso· at 791-8659.

Robert De Niro and John Savage,portray two friends attempting to eeca~ th• •n•my In Tlte Deer Hunter, Mlch•I
Cimino'• Him about lrltnd1hlp and courage 1tt agaln1t the Vietnam war. .
.
'

one

·Mount presents
musical parody

•• • ••

John Rosing reports that this past semester the admissions
assistants hosted· over 250 prospective Xavier students to class visits
and campus tours. This was a 20 percent increase over the fall of 1978
and Rosing-said he expects the trend to continue this semester. Only
120 of the· 350 vounteer Xavier tour guides were called last semester. If
you hav~ been w~'~hg for your chance to give a tour, it will probably
come this semester.
Details for the annual appreciation party for all tour guides will be
announced soon. Untirthen the admissions staff thanks everyone for
their help.
• • • • •
If you're thinking about buying. a college ring, you'd better do it
before ring prices go up on Saturday, January 26. Artcarved, XU's
manufacturer, says women's rings will mcrease from $25 to $40 and
men's up to $50, depending on style. Order ai the Bookstore _today.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
Thurs. Jan. 24 Fri. Jan. 25
Sat. Jan. 26
Sun. Jan. 27

-

Mon. Jan. 28

Wed. Jan. 30 -

Pre-interview meeting - OKI room - 1:30p.m.
Movie, The Sound of Music, 1:30 and 8 p.m.
Theatre, University Center.
Pre-interview meeting - OK.I room - 10:30 a.m.
Pied Piper Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi - Forham room - 6 p.m.
Mitsui Fellowshlp - All Purpose room Sports Center - 8 p.m.
Student senate meeting -Terrace room-2 p.m.
Men's basketball Xavier vs. Detroit
Fieldhouse, 7:30 p.m.
Community Orchestra - Theatre - 7 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi - Terrace room - 6 p.m.

News

The Xavier News is the official student newspaper of Xavier University. The articles. pictures. and (ormat are the responsibility of the
editors and do not represent the views ot the administration. faculty, and student bqdy of Xavier
unless specifically stated. All editorials reflect

PAGE2

1

the opinions of the majority of !lie Edllo.rial
Board and do not ·necessarily repreSent the
opinion of the student body, faculty. or administration of Xavier University.
The News is published weekly during the
school yoar except during vacation and exami·
nation periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45207. Subscriptions are $5.00 per year
within the United States and $7.50 per year out.side the country. The News, a non-profit organ-

SINGERS •DANCERS •INSTRUMENT.
SltO to 1230/week
TECHNICIANS-SISS to SltO/Wftk
Seasonal Performers being auditioned for:
KINGS ISLAND, Cincinnati, OH KINGS DOMINION, Richmond, VA
CARO\lllNDS, Charlotte, NC .Hanna·hrbere'a MARINELAND, LA. CA

Preliminary Auditions:
Kings Island, Kings.Island, OH
· ·
American Heritage Music Hall: Sat.·SUn.. Jan; Z6-Z7:
10 to 6 both days
TECHNICIANS, CHARACTERS AND GUARDETTES ONLY
Kings Island, Kings Island, OH; Sat.·Sun•• Feb. Z-3;
10 to 6 both days
Round-trip airfare paid for hired performers traveling over 250 miles To work at the parks.
KINGS PRODUCTIONS. Cincinnati. Ohio 45219

ization, is issued a tt1ird class bulk rate permit
no. 1275.
Editor-in-chief ............... Glenn A Feltz
Managing Editor ............ Robb R. Shrader
Associate Edilors ........ Donald P. Tassone,
Molly Massei, Sandy Schroeder
Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ...... John R. Getz
Copy Edilor . . . . .
. .Ar•liauer
'iaus
Sports Editor . . .
rker
Arts Editor ..... .

Graff iii Editor. . ... , ......... Kavin Corrigan
PhOlo Edilor ................... Anne Al)ate
J3usiness Manager .............. John Eckert
Production Managers ..... Margaret Depoire.
Marie West, Mary Lynn Rattmman.
Cath·
Circulalion Manager ........... Bill L
Stall .......... Royce Anderson, Jim"
Rich Berning. Mike Blanton. Amy Bly
Bramer, Jim Burwinkel. Sandy Carroll.
Castole, Toby Charles, Terry Copper.

A glorious spoof of serious music,
"The Intimate P.D.Q. Bach" with
Professor Peter Schickele and the
Semi-Pro Musica Antiqua will be
featured on the stage of the College .·
of Mount St. Joseph Theatre Sat\irday, February 16, at 8 p.m.
· Deseribed as the ri\ost original and
satisfying presentation of musical
parody performed today, this group
of classical musicians blends humor
and music around the subject of
Johann Sebastian's fictitious son,
P.D.Q. Bach. The compositions are
Schickele's ·and they take a sardonic
stab at the suppqsed stuffiness of
classfoal and chamber music. But the
performen are ·serious musicians
themselves, having played with
symphonies across the country.
Reserved seat tickets for $8 are
available by calling the Mount's Box
Office, 244-4863, Monday through
Friday from 9 to 4 p.m. Tickets will
be sold at the dooron the night of the
performance if available.
Cosgrove. Doug Crawford, Theresa Custer:
. Eileen Daly. Pam DeCamp, Beth Dillon. Andy
Durbin, Phyllis Ehler. Dan Fagel, Mary Jo Falso.
Joan Geanuracos, Ginny Gelciis, Jack Greene,
Mary Hagerty. Barry Holland, Joe. Jacobs.
Karen Krall, Melanie Licking, Janet Limkr .,poli. Mary Looby. Tony Martino. r
·ty Beth Moster, Ellen Nurre. M ·
Palenchar: Dave Pietras. Loi
·r, Frank Tafuri. Michello I, Dave WP.iskittle, Greg

.Fe/lens: picks flicks as.time ticks

'·. .

.

·· Best. movie~ of the 70 's·

nocence, but· he achieved his go'lll by. sustained intensity ·and erriotiona1
focusing on the innocence itself, not impact
Until very recently, the 1970's the loss. The action in this film takes
77te Conversation: This remains
. would
to have been a deeade of place on the last night of summer my favorite Coppola movie. As psy. promise for the future of American vacation, and it's the way I would chological,fl/m noir, 77te Conversamovies. As falling revenues and ris- like to spend the last night of my life. tion is a frightening and unforgeting p·roduction costs helped cause I only wish Bruce Springsteen would table vision ofa world in which trust
big-budget films to . fall by the have played Paul LeMat's role.
no longer plays a viable role. Gene
wayside, screens became dominated · ·
·
·
Hackman is brilliant as the
by the work ofyouns, independent
tormented wiretapper. Thefilmatso
filmmakers who were filled with · ·
represents an early example of Cop. ·crieative energy aDcr a·pioneer spirit.
Taxi DrlWrf Thoughts of in- pola's . remarkable facility with
The movies they made were more nocencc do not even cross director sound.
conventionally structured than the Martin Scorsese's mind in this
77te Llut Picture Show: Judging
avant-garde films of the sixties' ex-· harrowingftbn noir vision e>f urban by his later' disasters, some might
perimentalist directors, but they life. In Apocalypse Now, someone consider Peter Bogdanovich's early
demonstrated an unparalleled tells Martin Sheen that he is in ''the successes mere flukes, but this film
historical consciousness of both asshole of the world." Obviously, was not an ~ident. Bogdanovich
their times and their ·mm heritage. this is someone who has never ex- touched this incredibly sad meditaUnder the guidance of this new wave perieneed Scorsese's New York City. · ti on on the passing ofsmall town life
of American directors, the best Taxi . Driver is a masterpiece of with glory while not glorifying
seventies films were vital, realistic, characterization, tone, and at- anything. It is one "of only a few
and enlightening, and a pleasure to mosphere. Robert DeNiro's bizarre 'those were the days' films that .is
watch.
"You talkin' to me?" improvisation nostalgic without being sentimental.
· As some of these directors gained in front of the mirror must go down This is a special movie;
popularity, however, their films as one of the most emotionally stunDeliverance: lfthil film made you
became more expensive to make ning moments in cinema history.
uncomfortable, just imagine how
without necessarily improving in
Deer Hunter: Though not as Ned Beatty must have felt. Actually,
quality. Whether this "bigger is visually impressive as Apocalypse John Doorman's film about four
better" mentality will persist far into Now, Michael Cimino's film was a Atlanta businessmen trying to prove
the eighties is a matter of specula- ·far more coherent statement about themselves in the .tedneck Georgia
ti on. For now, here is a list of my Vietnam. Cimino was in his own way wilderness is a fine study in alienaownfavoritefilmsofthelastdecade every bit as ambitious as Francis tion. By charging Vilmos
in the order of importance I attach to £!lppola, and the result was ll_f~~f . Zsigmond's exquisite images with .
them.
·
Nashville: Robert Altman's
thumb-on-nose, tongue-in-cheek bi.
centennial valentine to America was
. .
an incredible movie, eloquent, per·ceptive, and funky as hell. It was a
standard-setting film, one that chal-.
,
lenged both the way films are structured and the way we view them. With
Nashville. Ahman's episodic, nonlinear, explod~ sense ofstorytelling
achieved a level of refinement that
the director has yet to match as he
juggled the events of five days in the .
lives of 24 characters. Throughout,
the film worked aa a scathing indict-.
!l>~~fgH~~eceit and hyp®,rjsy that·
Altman:' • s as the ·soul'; of the
Americanexperience. Thiaunforget.. table film is essential viewing fare for
anyone who is serious about movies.
Manhattan: Running a very close
second in terms of importance to its
place and time is Woody Allen~s
brilliant epitaph to the seventies.
This film represented a perfectly
realized evocation of the spirit of a
confusing era. .Time mag~ine
described it best when it said that this
was the film future generations
would .watch when they wanted:to
know what kind of people we were.
The only other cinematography of
1979 that remotely approached Gordon Willis' gorgeous black and t,1Vhite
images was Vittorio Storaro's work
in Luna and Apocalypse Now.
American Graffili: Prophetic in its
structural anticipation of Altman's
Nashville, George Lucas' best film
reminded me of why I love rock and
roll. Lucas made a movie about
America's mid-sixties loss of inBY TOM FELLENS
- . lllW w1111r

seem

Commentary

ChoMn •one ol tht flneat fllmaot the deellcle, Amerlcan ONffffl .W. Ronnie
Howard and Cindy Wllllamt at hlgll tehool
unable to tece
aeperallon.
such a finely honed sense of terror, film deserved every award it receivBoorman gave us a tour de force of ed.
film direction. Deliverance is to gO~ooking for Mr. Goodbar:
ing camping what Psycho is to tak- Though I originally disliked this
ing a shower.
movie, I havesincecometoviewitas
possibly the ultimate statement on
Network: I cannot think of the 'me' generation. Richard
another film I saw during the seven- Brookes' film about self-destruction,
ties in which the writing was as refin- wallowing in futility and despair, is
ed as Network's. Paddy Chaefsky's an overwhelming experience: Each
screenplaywasjustexcellent,aswas timel'wscenit,ithashauntedme
the quality of ensemble act~J: The . for da~ Jfterward.
; .
·

•••lheertt

Bored w ith the .
lrewft

1811~

old

~....,

Quality Bond Copies·
only~ .
Other services available:
•Binding
• Photos for:
Applications, Passports, Resumes
•Resumes
• Film processing
• .Rubber stamps
• Thesis copying

Tired of having to settle for the same
old brew every time you open your
refrigerator? Or going to your favorite
tavern and always ordering your "old
reliable?" Then try Genesee Cream
Ale, and discover the taste of some~
thing different.
Genny Cream ls a cut above ordinary

beer or ales. It's got a flavor that wlll
. make you wonder why you hadn't ~ed
It sooner.
So make up your mind. "I ain't gonna
bore my taste no more-gonna have
me a Genny Cream.'' Today.

Convenience-Service
KINKO'S COPIES
(NEXT TO ARBY'S)

lt'ssoniethingdifferent!

243 Calhoun
221-5981
8-8 dally

Sal. 10-6
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GBCO ROCH. N.Y.

XU downs Flyers 73-59

Hanley, Walker dazzle Dayton
By KEN MENKHAUS
-

9 of Ii.
,
six, 48-42, with 8: 12 remaining.
The 3300 fans at Schmidt Clutch free-throwing by Walker
Christmas break must have seem- Fh:ldhouse witnessed a rough, and Hanley put the game out of
ed long for Coach Bob Staak and his physical battle which underscored reach, however, as the Muskies
team.
the heated rivalry between the two finished their best performance since
The Musketeers had to celebrate schools. Three Dayton players their vict<'.,ty over Columbia 74-59
the Yuletide with memories of an fouled out before the final buzzer back in December.
embarrassing I 06-87.loss lingering in while Dwight Hollins of XU and
The trouncing of the Lions was
their minds. It was the first win for Flyers reserve Mike Reichert were XU 's only victory. over the holithe Redskins in six attempts and ejected after a scuffle that brought day break, the consolation•game in
their explosive offensive display was · players off the bench and the crowd the West Virginia Classic. Xavier
an ominous forboding for the to its feet.
dropped the first round game with
struggling Musketeer defense.
The Musketeers, playing without the Mountaineers 82-65, but bouncThe Muskies finished the holiday their second-leading scorer Gary ed back with a strong defensive .
vacation with a 4-8 record, but add- Massa, who was out with a twisted showing against" Columbia, which
ed a big win against Dayton Satur- ankle, played tenacious defense only shot at a 38 percent clip. David
day-at the Fieldhouse, 73-59, to against the larger but slower Flyers, Anderson led the Muskies with 16
boost both their record and their cutting their shooting percentage to · points while Anthony Hicks, who
.
,
Plloto by Anne Abate
morale.
41. 9 . for the game and · forcing was named to the all-tournament
Den Weber (left), shown here with Midwest District Conference Director Jim
Jon Hanley and Keith Walker led Dayton to commit 19 turnovers. team, contributed 14.
McCefferty end Heed Coach Bob Steak, hes left his post H sports Information
the attack against the Dayton Flyers, Offensively, the Muskies shot a conThe defense was the key to XU's end eHlstent ethletlc director. Weber served In that posit.Ion for nearly five·
. amassing 28 and 23 points respec- sistent 54.8 percent.climbing to a 26- losses over the Christmas break. The years.
tively. Both players scored many of 16 lead early in the game. After ease with which Miami scored their
their points at the freethrow line, reaching a 26 point lead in the se- !02 points was an indicator early in Named Sports Editor of Kentucky Post
Hanley sinking 12 of 16 and Walker cond half, XU saw its lead dwindle to the season that the Muskie-defense
was defiant. In X U's loss to
Morehead State, 99-84, the
Muketeers shot 58.2 percent but the
Eagles shot at 68. I percent, only one
Dan Weber, X.U .'s Sports Infor- Conference. His duties as an adpercentage point shy of a .school niation Director and Assistant ministrator at XU ranged from
record. When Evansville _downed •Athletic Director, has 'left the uni- heading Public Relations to
XU
88-75, Evansville did even better versity to take the position of Sports budgeting the athletic program.
,
at 70.8 percent. The X-men were no Editor for the Kentucky Post.
"I'll miss XU," Weber said, "I've
· The response for the Intramural the O'Connor Sports Center.
factor defensively in either game.
Weber, who worked in Xavier's been with Xavier for ten years, as
survey sheets was great, reported
Two more losses, 86-77 to athletic administration for four and both .a student and administrator.
Ellen Nurre of the Intramural de- Intramural Sports Spring Semester 1980 Oklahoma City and 76-62 to Mar- · one-half years, was a key figure in But-I feel that we've turned a corner
partment.
Signups
quette, again revealed defensiye the recent revamping of XU's at the university athletic-wise,"
. Right now sign-ups are taking
Begin End
weaknesses in the Muskies but also athletic program.
Weber majored in history while
Jan. 28 Feb. S
showed marked improvements in
"He'll be sorely missed as both studying at XU and went on to
place for the following games: Co.- Co-Rec Volleyball
Rec lnnertube Water Polo; Co-Rec Racquetball
Jan. 28 Feb. S
XU's overall performance, .
. . Sports Information .Director an~ teach at Covington CathoHc High.
Basketball; 5-man basketball: 3- Rine Tourney
Feb. 4 Feb. 12
Xavier traveled to Tulsa to face 'Assistant Athletic Director," ad- School, where he also served asassis~
Feb. 25 March s
Oral Roberts Monday and hosted · mitted Basketball Coach and tant football coach· and head
women basketball; and 6· feet and Water Volleyball
under basketball. Sign ups will last Tennis Tourney
Apr. 14 Apr. 22
Union College on Wednesday. This Atheltic Director Bob Staak. "I'm basebail coach. Before returning to
Monday the Muskies play the.Un- happy for Dan. His new position at Xavier, Weber worked as Sports Inuntil 4:00 p.m., Thursday, January (weather permitting)
24th. Rosters are available at the in- Floor Hockey Tour. Mar. JI Apr-_ IS
iversity of Detroit at the Fieldhouse the Kentucky Post is an excellent op- forniaiton Director at Northern
in
the
lobby
o~
~~ftball
Journey
Ma.!::
_31
Apr._
1_7_
at
portunity for
him. But
I have mixed
tramural
info
desk
;;,__...;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _7:30.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, . feelings,"
he-added,
"because
we've Ke~tucky University.
Sport1 Ecltor

lntramura·1 spring
sports anno_unced

Weber leaves XU

~_...;;

From the experiences
of Maryknollers in
25 countries overseas.
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Priests, Brothers, Sisters
and Lay Missione.rs, working
to bring Christian love
and human development to
needy and oppressed people
around the globe.

-----------------------~-----------------------------------XNV
0

Please send me a free copy of the Special MARY KNOLL
Magazine.

0

I would like to talk to a Maryknoll Missioner personally.

NAME
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CITY _ _· - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____ ZJP _ _ _ AGE. _ __

STATE
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_YEAR OF GRADUATION _ _

mai_l to: Maryknoll Missioners
104. Elm Ave. Wyoming
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215
(513) 761-5888
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been working close together. He'll be
· Among Weber's contributions to
·sorely missed."
Xavier's ·new athletic image is an
Working with Staak and- other XU basketball brochure he
Xavier officials, Weber helped lead developed and distributed,· which
XU athletics into a new era of won an award as second best in the
development. In· addition to the country behind only Arizona State.
heavily-publicized overhaul of the Named the best brochure in the Midbasketball program, other projects west, Weber's publication had to
in which Weber has been involved · outdo regional heavyweights such as
include the renovation of the Notre Dame, Ohio State and
Fieldhouse, improvements on Michigan. ·
various athletic facilities, and
No plans have been announced for
promotion of the Midwestern City replacement of Weber as yet.

Tennis courts neglected,
,/lnaj·or overhaul a' must
/

By KEN MENkffAVS

Xavier's tennis courts are in a unique position. They're situated on the
side of a hill which is steadily turning into a mudslide.
The damage caused by the recent
mudslides has finally brought the
deterioration of the tennis facilities
to the attention of the university administration, and rai~'s a prickly
issue for school officials. The university may have to foot the bill for
thousands of dollars for repair and
prevention of future damage.
However; much ·more is at stake in
this issue, namely, I) the interests of

may be viewed as an affront to a
generous alumnus, as well as a s'how
of disregard for the men's and
women's tennis teams and every student or faculty member who makes
use of the courts.
When the Sports Complex was
built several years ago, its foundation was laid directly on XU's old
tennis courts. Jn need of new
facilities, Tennis Coach Jim
Brockhoff petitioned alumni for .
contribl!tio!ls_._To __his surprise, he
reports, the Harpenau-Elsaesser
family volunteered to completely
finance the building of four lighted

resulting in a swamp-like area near
the courts and mud seepage
whenever it rains.
This past fall, the drainage
problem became so bad that part of
an adjacent hill slid onto the courts.
Officials had a bulldozer dig out the
eroded earth, ~mly to aggravate the
rest of the hill which soon crashed
into the court area, knocking over
part of the fence, snapping a light
fixture and leaving a small business
on top of the hill on the brink of a
mudslide.
According to Thomas Stadtmiller, associate vice-president for
business affairs, engineers have been
brought in to study the problem,
thought to be an underground
spring. The possible solutions range
from sewer installation to a retaining
wall, the cost of which Stadtmiller
conceded could run into the tens of
thousands of dollars.

Opinion
Jn this case, university officials
should not hesitate to do a proper
and complete job of both repairing
and renovating the courts. There is
absolutely no excuse for the
negligence shown toward the upkeep
of such a major alumni contribution.
Furtermore, nearly all other varsity
facilities - the Fieldhouse, baseball
field, and stadium field - have
received additional funding for
renovations this year. The tennis
courts are used· by two varsity teams
and the entire student body,
representing the broadest and
_heaviest usage among all the
facilities, yet have seen no improvements.
- To properly run a tennis match, a
Anne All•I• phcito
Mud end.. 1urroundlng the t1nnl1 court1 below North Lot •re currently an college team must have access to six
•re• of concern tor unlverelty offlcl•I• - they m•Y have to toot the poaalbly courts, as nearly every other college
atHp repelr blll.
does. Not only has the administracourts, which were eventually situa- tion made no attempt to raise funds
the men's and women's tennis teams,
ted on the hillside by the parking lot. to build two more courts, but has
which must use the courts to host
varsity matches, 2) the condition of This donation probably involved at neglected the four courts that were
donated.
an intramural facility available to all
least several thousand dollars.
How many alumni will be willing
enrolled or employed at XY, 3) and
Since then, virtually no additional to donate money to the athletic
the courtesy and consideration of the
university towards its ·alumni, some funds have been put· into the tennis program or any other program at
of whom make generous con- courts. No landscaping whatsoever XU if they see the gracious contribuhas been attempted. In fact, the grass tion of the Harpenau-Elsaesser famtributions to Xavier programs.
Because the· entire tennis facility in the surrounding area is cut only . ily neglected and partially ruined?
was donated six years ago by an. occasionally. Some of the nets are For the sake of the alumni, athletes,
alumni family, XU should be more old and ripped and the fence has no and students, the university should
than willing to at least competently windscreens and is bent in some fund a major overhaul on the courts.
maintain the courts. If the ad- places. Also, the courts are cracking In addition, officials should seriousministration's policy of minimal and in bad need of resurfacing, while ly consider the construction of two
funding of the courts continues, it drainage is a perpetual problem, additional courts.

name: ANTHONY HICKS
year: freshman

team: XU BASKETBALL
position: guard

ht.: 6-1

wt.: 175

hometown: Birmingham, Alabama
The only freshman on the Musketeer's squad,'"Tony" has been displaying great talent in his first year of collegiate action.
A star at Ramsay High School in Birmingham, Anthony landed
recognition as All-State and MacDonald's All-American his senior
year, averaging 24 ppg. ln addition, Anthony was the leading scorer
and ~VP in the Alabama All-Star game.
At Xavier, Anthony has landed a starting position in his freshman
year and has been a catalyst on the team, averaging over 11 points a
game and dishing out 55 assists, while playing an intimidating defense,
as his 24 steals attests.
The freshman scored 16 and 14 points in two games in the West
Virginia Classic over the holidays to earn a spot on the an-tournament
team.
An accounting major, Anthony owns a 3.0 gpa and plans to become
a CAA.
·

1979-1980 XAVIER UNIVERSITY.
Men's Swimming Schedule
Sat. Dec .. 8 University of Louisville'
Depauw

I :00 PM Louisville

Sat. Jan. 19 Wittenberg

2:00 PM Away

Sat. Jan. 26 CENTRE

1:00 PM·HOME

Wed.Jan. 30 Denison

7:00 PM Away

Fr. · Feb. I

UNION

4:00 PM HOME

EVANSVILLE

4:00 PM HOME

Fri.

Feb. 8

Sat. Feb. 9 Berea Relays
Wed.Feb. 13 TRANSYLVANIA

7:00 PM HOME

Sat. Feb. 16 BEREA

1:00 PM HOME

Tues. Feb. 26 Butler

6:00 PM Away

Hake, Ohe sparkle
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Women· thrash Wilmington
By 'f'.ERRV COOPER
Sporla Rtportlr

The Lady Musketeers had a few
setbacks over the holidays, but that
didn't dampen their incentive to win
as they returned to the winner's circle
last week by defeating Wilmington
65-41.
"We definitely should have a winning season," asserted Coach Laurie
Massa, declaring that "the bulk of
tough games is over."
After a trip up north~ which
resulted in a 67-fJO loss to a strong
Akron team and an 83-62 spanking
at the hands of a powerful Cleveland
State squad, the women, led by Beth
Hake's 22 pts., overcame ~hio
Northern 68-60 at the Fieldhouse.
Unfortunately, they weren't able to
end the holidays on such a high note
because of a 62-59 overtime setback
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at the hands of Central State.
"They weren't a strong team and
we should've beat them. Let's just
say it was a heartbreaking defeat for
the girls," stated assistant coach
Mark Ianni. He also agreed with
Coach Massa that part of the downfall of the team was a lack...of consistency.
Last Thursday commenced a new
semester and a new start for the
'Lady Musketeers as they chalked up
a 65-47 victory over Wilmington at
the Riverfront Coliseum. Ianni felt
that "It was the best game we've

Away

automatic collating
after 4th copy

played this year." That victory in'cluded superb performances by Beth
Hake, who walked away from the
Coliseum with a game high 24
points, and Karen Ohe, who pulled
down 18 rebounds.
Despite. a 5845 loss to Ohio
Wesleyan on Saturday, Coach
Massa remarked that she is still confident of a successful season ..
The women went on ·the road
Monday. to Transylvania, but play in
the Fieldhouse on Saturday night at
7:00 when they face St. Louis Uni-
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-----Letters·------Breep 's closing

:[ rBree~. decision
~ ;·1ackS;. alternatives,

angers students

;~ f{ ·. Father Mulli~n·~ decision to ~isband Breen Lodge has caus•

} >: ed a chorus of disse~ting vo~ to be .h~.a_rd around campus.

·'·': YThe News also questions Mulhgan•s dec111on.
. ~"

. ... .

. :~-: .· -

.

·

\,

~'.' )/.' · The manner· iiJ. which the decision was made is an obvious
\ ·; . . point of contention. Although Mulligan said hC listened to in. ·"· ~:·pu.t from so~rces, his~pparent disregard of their favorable opi." :'. Dion of Breen is somewhat frustrating. As a representative of
·. : .:. the faculty committee, Dr. John Getz was told that the matter
·' /_<.was outside his jufdisiction. Letters supporting Breen froin the .
: ·~.theology and English departments seemed to have had little im,: >pact in swaying.Mulligan's decision. And· actual Breen ad•,: ·{visors, witMhe exception of Dillon, have been unable to confer
;: ~· with him at all. ·
'. '.!;'.· While the News sympathizes with the university's lack of of·:· V. flee space, we feel that the advantages of Breen should be weigh·: \ ed more carefully. The diversity and number of programs
provided -by Breen represent a monumental amount of work
. "'.
:./and organization•.

·<
·•

.~

stand up ror. our rishts as students of Kuhlman parking area looked like a
this institution and·. protect our in- massive garbage dump; (4)frequenttcrcsts:. If you want more details ' . ly the elevators arc trashed and jimDear XU students,
about the sti'uglc or should we say mied. Enough, already? That's what
·
.
As residents of Breen Lodge and fight, for Bi'ecn's cxiitcni:e please I thought. ·
concerned students of this university call Breen at 745-3322, and support
I have never understood the
we think that there is something that the continuation of Breen Lodge as a mentality of someone who would do
the&e. thinp. and therefore do not
you as Xavier students should be service to the Xavier community.
Hoping that Xavier. will not be know how ·to make them stop.. The
aware of. Recently Father Mulligan,
our president, has unilaterally dee id- turned into a blase, disinterested un- purpose 'of this. letter is to impress on
the rest of the dorm students that
ed that there will be no Educational iversity for thC '80's.
Resource and Women's· center KarenRicstenberg,K~thyWaymirc, you can no longer tolerate this
(Brcen Lodge) next year or any year ·· . Susie Eyerman, April Glasser, · behavior. YOUSHOULDBEOUTafter. Breen Lodge is the only place,
Dora Newman R'AGED! THIS IS YOUR HOME.
. I've seen you become ·incensed
outside of the . classroom, where
over no parking spaces and appraisal
students and faculty can regularly
forms for teachers., How can you
get together to discuss intelligent
tolerate such wanton disregard of
and/ or current topic's (Fireside
property which may cause you very
Chats). Breen serves as 11 _refuge for To the editor:
commuters (especially women), a
Generally, I do not write letters to real harm?
Are you not awaic it could be your
meeting place and a referral service. the editor and if I do it is in relation
car which is hit by a train because the
Breen also sponsors activities for to my field, which is nursing.
returning women students, self- However, I feel the time has come railroad corssing bar' was .indefense programs, self-assertiveness · when I must say something about the operative? Your room which burns
training, and a whole line-up offun, amount of malicioils destruction for la_ck of.f1rc extinguisher&?
The degree of destruction is such
educational, non-credit Free Univer- here at Xavier.
sity courses.·
On coming to work this morning ·that someone or maybe several
someones must have been aware of
What· will happen to all of these we found that coke machines and the
valuable programs when the center is pool table in Kuhlman Hall had been it .. Over-turning coke machines and
dissolved? If decisions are allowed to over-turned. Other incidents which pool tables cannot have been quiet
be made in this way, what will be have occurred recently arc: (1) The work. If by your silence you feel you
next? The Pied Piper? The sailing destruction of the railroad crossing are helping someone who exhibits
club? The XU Singers? The Xavier which, although not proved, is gen- such patholigical ·behavior, 1· niust
Players? W~ should all be asking erally believed to have been ·done tell you that you are making a mis·
·
ourselves and our administrators by Xavier students; (2) the fire ex- take. It will continue.
ULTIMATELY,'WHO DO YOU
what Xavier U Diversity's purpose tinguishers are constantly van•
really is. Is not our university in dalized; (3) one memorable Monday THINK PAYS FOR THIS? YOU00!.
business or its students? We need to mornin . the
rounds around
Ann Brown
Health Center

...

· " Regardless of Breen's status as a women's center, no one can
;__ dispute the fact that it is a center where students of both sexes
·'1! can intelligently discuss important issues. If a university is even
· to fulfill its goals, it must always promote intellectual endeavors
?_·outside of the classroom.
;>' ·..As a number of students have already mentioned, Breen is
)'. also an important center for commuters. The Breen members
. ;~are always ready.towelcomeanyonewhoneedsaplacetostay.
.' ,;_q•· "· While it may be possible in theory to suggest that Breen's
>~)-programs be continued from an office by a group of student'
<:;:volunteers, the suggestion becomes somewhat absurd in prac~~:'.tice. The day-to-day communication between Breen members is
:L:essential to their success. The rappo~t these women are able to
·. ~F;create by living iri the same house is a benefit not only to the .
. '~[;programs, but to their personal lives as.well. No other organiza·. !Vtion (with the possible exception of Piper) gives students sUch a
, ~>unique learning experience both in living and in serVing the un. S;ii,~versity commuriity.
.
. ,

Employee outraged ·
over vandalism

U.3. 5HOE ·

Blood Drive
success praised

lft

,VMtft 11tf ~W. Alf£~

omc.e

~-

· 1t\\~ .While Mulliaan has made a definite decision, the Newifeels.
·~~~:he should have developed some viable alternatives before dis:,;{'solving the house~ We hope that in creating future alternatives,
'.;;.;:for the program he will be aware of the valuable institution he
'Jj;;,:: has terminated and will come up with' a sutiable replacement for
V·its wide range of educational opportunities.
....
-SAS.
;;,'_... ·

,.

·<<

· To the editor:
We would like to extend our
thanks to everyone who p&rticipatcd
in the Student· Government BloOd
.Drive· on DeCember 12 and 14.
Through your aenerosity we were
able to donate 5802 to the Necditst
Kids of AIL The money is used to
benefit needy children in the Cincinnati area. A special thanks·to those
who donated all the money to the
· Neediest Kids of All.
Sincerely,
Cath Carroll and Maureen Murphy

A holiday in Paris
By SANDY SCHROEDER
~ia" Utor

.. ~.'Given:
·· ·~ 1955 and some extra cash
. <•One month of. free · time from
\ .academic worries
·\~.Twel~e typically untypical
: Americans
.
· -;~One unsuspecting. foreign city,
,z· 'well stocked with cheap wine
;•Twelve.pairs.of hiking boots
·Result:
. ;.
:· ·xavier Ul).lversity's. second ·An" .• ·. nua1 WallCing Tour of Paris
:;: With only 1S days to see all of
Paris and absorb an entirely
different· culture, 12 college students
fc)llowed 'the untiring Dr. Thomas
IJUios through the streets of
France's capita[
· ··And not only did we see the
streets, but almost every tourist attraction in the city. There were
enough impressive . churches and
breathtaking stained-glass windows
to make all of us devout Catholics.
For a while, I thought Tom Welsh
might even go broke lighting candles
in all of them.
Among the outstanding sights we
saw during our stay were Notre
Da~ (without the football team);
Versailles Palace which, according
to one laconic writer, Louis XIV
built; Louis XV enjoyed and Louis
XXI paid for; and, of course
Paris' own oversized replica of
Kings Island's Eiffel Tower.
These standard historical attractions were however, just a small part
of our exj>erience. Of course, the
langgage provided a constant source
PAGE, a

c;

l;

of amusement and frustration. In
one restaurant, as . Tom Welsh
attempted to order steak and french
fries thewaiterhandcdhimapieccof
paper instructing us all to write
down our orders. This more efficient
method of communication resulted
in only two wrong orders (there were
eight of us present). Maureen
M u9'hY tried a half French/ half
English (Franglais) approach·whilc
ordering dessert.
"Je vourdrais Banana Split.'.'
She .got what she wanted, but only
after .the French waiter and her
American amis enjoyed a good
· laugh. Stew Archacki often followed Maureen in this typically
American style. Wanting to order
three more hap of potato chips, he
told the waiter, "Trois more," thus
creating an entirely comprehensible
bilingual phrase.
One of the most challenging
situations presented by the language
barrier occured when a group of us
went to see a live French production
of Moliere's Don Juan. The play was
difficult enough to understand for
those of us who spoke French, but
for Welsh and Carol Spiros (a
Cleveland University student) it was
somewhat laughable.
Though we missed niost of the
French jokes onstage, our own
English jokes made the play a
memorable comic event. As one of
the actors said, "oui, oui," Welsh
smugly informed us, "l caught that
line."
Throughout our stay in Paris, we
gradually became aware of the large

-~ole

dogs play in the lives of _t~e
French. If American dogs had any
realization of what they're missing,
they would probably all be planning
to defect within a week. The canines
in Paris arc welcome in stores, cafes
and restaurants; they're treated like
.cherished family members and often
have coats to ward off the Paris chill.
In an attempt to get into this pervasive dog-loving spirit, Susie Eyer".'
man began naming all the dogs we
passed along the street. Thus, we met
Pierre doss, Jean dogs, some
Genevieves and many others. We
even ran across a few imports, such
as Ralph and Bruno.
·
Although naming Paris' canine population was an interesting diversion, Eyennan's real goal was to find
the French President's son.
Although she couldn't remember his
first name, Eyerman said she'd
recognize his· body anywhere after
seeing him in a U.S. magazine. Much
to her disappointment, we never
even caught a glimpse of this elusive
V.1.P. during our visit. But c'est la ·
vie, Suzanne.
While the "walking" promised by
the course' title was more than
satisfactorily fulfilled, we did have
numerous opportunities to use Paris'
extensive subway system. As an added bonus to riding the subways, we
often had a chance to listen to
musicians playing and singing along
the hallways and in the subway cars
themselves.
For inexperienced Americans,
however, there were also a few
problems to look out for, such as the

seats which automatically pop up
when you stand up. Unaware of this
valuable piece of cultural information, Spiros once stood up for a
second and sat back down, only to
find helsclf landing on the floor instead of her elusive chair.
Besides this rather comic aspect of
subway travel. there was a more.
serious problem of. pickpocketing.
BOth Spiros and Terry Dinkclacker
(a Miami University student) had
their wallets stolen one nisht on the
Metro.
. ...,
The subway took us to the U.S.
embassy, where we were expecting a
warm welcome in a totally compresensiblc language. To our dismay
and disgust, an obnoxious marine
informed Archacki that he was
breaking the law and instructed him
to have a seat against the w_all. We
soon found that Archacki was illegally wearing his uncle's old
marine coat. As one of the marines
pompously informed us. Archacki
had no right to wear a coat for which
other men had worked hard to earn
the privilege of wearing. If they treat
their own citizens with such stiffnecked inflexibility, I can just imagine the impression they must be
making on the French. .
Returning to more cheerful
thoughts, we all ate well during our
visit to France's capital. The french
seem to build their lives around
mealtime, and we all adapted quite
well to the custom. Fortunately for
the weight-conscious members of the
tour, our desserts were easily worked
off during our treks to all ends of the

city.
Our int~ke of fo~ was closely
paralleled by an intake ofliquids,cspecially of the alcholic variety. With
Cokes selling between 7Sund SI.SO,
·we decided to become economymindcd, (you know how students
have to watch their budacts)and buy
cheaper bcverageti,·such as wine.
Archacki, Sprios, and Murphy
found the.best deal atSJ per bot~le.
At such a good price, they each
decided to get their own bottles and
to quench their thirst a little as they
walked down the .Chanlps-Elysees.
In no time at all, the Champs•Elysces
truly became the Elyalin Fields.
The French wine also gave our
American parties a definite European flavor, while a flash of Parisian
purple·kcpt us right in line with the
city's most popular color trend.
Paris most certainly made an impact on 12 American college
students, but these 12 students exerted their own influence in unique
ways.Archacki left his mark on the
Eiffel Tower; Spiros and Archacki
added a little American graffiti to the
Metro ·station; Murphy and Spiros
provided a Parisian park with a
memorial and with a little luck,
Welsh's candles in the churchs will
be enough to redeem us all.
As .we said "au revoir" to Paris,
some of us were sad to be leaving
such an intriguing and vastly
different culture. But others, though
throughly enjoying the experinece,
echoed Dorthy's sentiments in the·
Wizard of Oz!"There's no place like
home, ther;:'s no pla_ce like home."
·; • ::·.'·,': _' ... : :-:XAVl~A.NEWS'

H8iti: "Like walking into a geography book";
By DON TASSONE
A11oc•te Editor

r

While some Xavier students spent
their holiday break basking at
various points south of the Queen
City or working to make some extra
cash, four students here spent their
vacation catering to orphans on a
small, poverty-stricken island in the
Caribbean - Haiti.
Jim Gartland, Mary Beth Moser,
Mark Molloy and Lou Murdock a~
companied Rev. Ed Schmidt, S.J.,
·on· a two-week "mission" to a
Catholic orphanage in Port-auPrince, Haiti's capital city. Richard
Morris, a Bellarmine parishioner,
also made the trip.
... Sponsored and funded by campus
ministry, the trip was the first of its
kind at Xavier. But all those involved. said they'd do ~t again, if
given the chance.
"It was a great opportunity to do
something worthwhile," Moser said.
"You don't realize how good we live
until you're there. It's like walking
into a geography book."
Most of the group's time was spent
fixing up the orphanage, which is
operated by Sr .. Veronica, "Haiti's
· version of Mother Theresa.1' The rest
was spent playing with and generally
helping out the 30-plus children in

Security system
improved, oiher
proposal~. pending·

.............

BJ MARY ~AGERTY
.,

.·Studenu will find a renovated university seeurity system when they
return from semester break, ·thanks
to propoaall from student 1owm·
·ment and uniwrsity aclminiltraton
last1eme1ter. ·
Amoni the ililprowments are:
• A ·more complete and accurate
~i,u;i_ty log at t~ i.µor~tion_del~.
Students will no longer be required
to find a graduate a11iltant befe>re
reporting an incident.
·
.• A11 dormitory doors have been
repaired.
.
• Graduate assistants on duty are
now required to wear electronic
pagers, which will. allow them to
receive messages immediately.
• Weekend patrol will consist of
at least one individual familiar with
the campus.
The installation of locks on secondary residence hall doors that would
mandate main door use at night is
still being considered. So,far, cost estimates have been too high, officials
reported.·
Thomas Stadtmiller,: business
manager, said he is loc;>king into
possible training program for hired,
part-time campus security guards
"so that they might become more
aware of what their job really entails."

residence, ranging from infants to
10-year-olds.
·
Unlike the large, state-funded
orphanages in the country, Sr.
Veronica's is run privately, through
personal donations she herself
solicits.
Unfortunately, money in the land
is scarce (average daily income is
$2.20) and, consequel\tly, the
orphanage conditions are very poor.
"I was prepared-to see extreme
poverty," Moser said. "But that
didn't affect me so much as seeing
how the people Uved In such filth.
The kids played In dusty play areas,
and the walls crumbled under our
paint brushes."
·
"It was dirty poverty," echoed Jim
Gartland. "The poor people have no
plumbing and they wash from the
water in the gutters."
However, Gartland added it was
"neat seeing something so different.
It makes you appreciate an entirely
different culture."
The group stayed at a guest house
two miles from the orphanage itself.
They walked through the slums of
the city daily to get to work.
Because of the tropical heat, the
students worked from early morning to early afternoon, "but once we
got the momentum..;....
up, we tried to

keep going," Moser said.
They noted that even though the
children there .seemed happy and
were physically cared for, they were
"starving for attention" and constantly vied for individual contact
with the students.
"You'd pick up one kid and you'd
immediately have 10 or 20 around
you," Moser . said. "The greatest
thing was that you could give them
love."
"It certainly was worthwhile," said
Fr. Schmidt, who added that he is
open to further student trips to the
orphanage, pending adequate funds.
Schmidt said he'd first contacted
Sr. Veronica in Haiti when he
stopped there during travel last
summer. "I could see there was a lot
of need and thought it would be
something for our students to experience that type of life."
The group's trip wu not all work,
however. While in the French·
speaking country, the students
visited unique restaunnts, cHmbed
mountains and dove In the warm
waters off the nearby coral reefs.
"Mostly, we learned that it's easy
to say the way you live is the way
everybody lives," Moser remarked.
"I wish everybody could just visit
there for a while."

.\
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Two Wffk• of hard work at a Hlatlan orphange had It• moat rewarding>'
momenta for Hnlor Mark Molloy and several other Xavier student• over t~ ,. ,
semester break. Among other things the group .found In the poverty-atrlkelt' :
country were orphans "starving for aHantlon."
·
· ·
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1aste the pride ofCanada.

Molson.
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Merger from 1
offered residency in one of
Edgeclift's dorms, which are not
quite as full.
Any sort of union .between
student life of the two schools
would necessitate a busing service,
conceded Mulligan. He added,
however, that such speculative
details would have to be worked out
in light of the trustees' discussions.
"It would seem that a combination
of all our strenghts would be ad·
visable and In the best interests of the
community," cited Edgecliff Presi·
dent Sr. Margaret Anne Molitor,
R.S.M.
Mulligan clarified, however, that
"whatever results, the. traditions of
both Edgecliff College and Xavier
University will be retained."
Both presidents were, however,
concerned about the loss ofjobs that
would result from the combining of
some administrative offices.
· Yet, Sr. Molitor concluded that,
because of the close proximity of the
two institutions, Edgecliff and
Xavier "should be working
together."
THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1llO

You'll get a taste of
ne~ly 200 years of brewing heritage every time you open,

a cool, green bottle of MOLSON COLDEN.™
North America's oldest brewery got its slarl back
in 1786. John Molson, our founder, wouldn't recognize
our modern breweries, but he'd be proud of the
good, smooth taste of GOLDEN.™
A taste that says Canada in every refreshing sip.
Brewod and ballled in Canada: imparted b11 Marllrt lmpor/ing Co., Inc,, G,.a/ Noc/i, N Y
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DO YOU NEED TO:
• ·Increase yourgrade point
-· with fewer hours of study.
• Enjoy College more with more
FREE time. . · -··
• CUT YOUR STUDY TIME DOWN TO
1/6 THE TIME IT TAKES.NOW.
• Do away with long all night
cramming sessions.'
• READ 5-6 TIMES FASTER, DEVELOP
YOUR MEMORY, BUILD YOUR
VOCABULARY, AND· INCREASE.
YOUR CONCENTRATION,
COMPREHENSION, AND .RECALL
ABILITIES. YOU CAN DO ITI®

.
'

'

'I

.,

-

The LEARNING DYNAMICS course
makes all of this possible!
'

~

'

Come·to a.FREE 1 HOUR Mind Developing lesson andwewill show you howtoCUT~YOUR STUDY TIME TO 1/2, DEVELOP YOUR MEMORY AND BUILD YOUR VOCABULARYI!
The LEARNING DYNAMICS course covers MEMORY DEVELOPMENT, VOCABULARY BUILDING, and READING DEVELOPMENT all .
In one at ONLY A·FRACTION OF THE COST QF THE MLYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS COURSEI . .
. .

Regardless of your grade level . . ... · · _. .
- YOU Can Cut YOUR STUDY TIME TO 1/2
. - Develop your· MEMORY - .Build your VOCABULARY
ALs0 RECEIVE vouR
;,'

FREE coPV OF ..How. TO TAKE EXAMS"

COME TO A FREE MIND. DMLOPING LESSON.®·
TAKE AN HOUR: -COME CHECK US OUTI.

I

.,,

. Attend a Free Lesson

January 24 Thur~day
1:30 ·3:30 7:30
January 25 Friday .
12:30 2:30 7:30
· Treadway Mohawah lnn559-0400
... 2880. Central Parkway
STUDENT DISCOUNT.NOW OFFERED

.;··

.. ...............................................................................................................................................

l
i

Bring this coupon with you_ today. You will be eligible for oqr FULL ·
SCHOLARSHIP drawing. .
.·
_

.NAME.
·. ADDRESS
PHONE - - - - - - - - . . , . - - - - - - - -

LIAINING D!INAMICI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The Alternative ..
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